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Abstract—Storing and processing huge amount of private data
is a challenging problem. The problem becomes, in particular,
interesting if the user-side storage and computational power is
limited. One way to solve the problem of outsourcing private data
and maintaining an access control on the storage is proposed
by using blockchain technology. However, blockchain technology
requires heavy computational power and machinery. In this
paper, we propose an approach to store and sell private data
with the help of secret sharing. In comparison to blockchain,
our methodology is simpler and preserves the privacy of stored
data.
Keywords: Distributed ledger, secret sharing, blockchain, fair

exchange, selling private data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed ledger is a mechanism that maintains data across

a distributed system while ensuring that every party has the

same view of the data, even in the presence of corrupted

parties. Ledgers can provide an indisputable history of all

“events” logged in a system, thereby offering a mechanism for

multiple parties to collaborate with minimal trust (any party

can ensure the system’s integrity by auditing history). We put

forward a new perspective on the concept of distributed ledger,

based on the concept of a cryptographic primitive “secret shar-

ing”. Following the work of Shamir [1] and Blakley [2], we

use the concept of “unequal secret sharing”, wherein the secret

is broken into shares based on a predefined notion of hierarchy

among the peers. The “plaintext” ledger is broken into several

pieces so that it is not possible to know what is written in

the ledger just by looking at some pieces. However, if certain

pieces are combined together, then the content of the ledger

can be recovered/ read (and then modified etc.). Moreover, this

recovery process requires some “privileged” pieces and some

“ordinary” pieces of the distributed files/ledger.

One important business model that has attracted a lot of

attention is fair exchange of digital goods. More elaborately,

suppose Bob has a repository of digital items in his possession.

Alice, a potential buyer, wants to buy some of the items

from Bob. In most of the cases, both behave honestly and

Bob grants Alice an access to the repository. However, in

certain cases, either of Alice or Bob may be under the

influence of an adversary and behave maliciously giving rise

to a dispute. To resolve the dispute between two mutually

distrusting parties, (optimistic) fair exchange protocols were

proposed. This may require interference of a third party judge

to resolve the dispute. Resolution of dispute or fair-exchange

of digital goods has been previously addressed by using the

technology of blockchain.

A recent line of research addresses the scenario of secure

storage of private data using blockchain technology; some

works propose permission management or access control

mechanism on stored data. However, blockchain technology

suffers from an inherent need for heavy computational re-

sources for creating new blocks. Moreover, when data becomes

huge, blockchain technology is quite expensive to run. Another

aspect of blockchain technology is that the stored data must

occur in a clear format so that everyone sees the same copy of

data independently. Protecting privacy of data is not a concern

for blockchain technology. Recently, some works [3], [4] use

secret sharing technique to distribute data among a set of peers

as an alternative way to store data in a blockchain. We discuss

more elaborately on these concepts in Section II.

Thus the blockchain architecture works under the assump-

tion that the entire ledger of every transactions is stored in the

form of a hash chain at every node. As a result, individual

nodes incur an ever-increasing storage cost even though many

of the transactions may be meaningless for a particular node.

Moreover, the mechanism is not sustainable if the incoming

data for future storage has very high arrival rate. Therefore, the

architecture of blockchain may not be suitable for storing large

amount of ever-increasing private data owing to the heavy

storage requirements.

In this paper, we propose an alternative way to create a

platform to store private data and later sell them to potential

buyers, minimizing the possibility of any dispute and if any

dispute arises then settle with the help of centralized author-

ities e.g. banks. Our methodology can be used, with suitable

modification to realize inter-bank payment system without the
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need of a blockchain system. Our proposal is effective when

the user-side storage and computational power is moderate.

In fact, the users are not required to burden themselves with

heavy computation in order to settle any dispute issues – any

issue can be resolved by the banks/exchanges to which the

users are enrolled. Any two authorities can run computation-

ally involved (cryptographic) protocols between themselves if

any user complains about the malicious intent or misbehaviour

of the other party. We use the idea of hierarchical secret

sharing to store private data among a set of peers for storing

user’s private data with the help of the bank. Neither bank

nor user is able to trigger any transaction on their own but

they require each others consent to initiate the transaction.

Hierarchical secret sharing ensures such a condition is met.

The following Table I shows a summary of recent results on

fair exchange along with our proposal.

II. RELATED CONCEPTS

A. Secure Storage of Private data

Privacy of data is an important topic of research nowadays.

Organizations, both private and public gather huge amount of

personal and sensitive data, and further utilize blockchain to

protect personal data. Research along this direction include

[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], to name a few.

Zyskind et al. [8] has demonstrated the use of blockchain

protocols for permission management. They implement a

trusted blind escrow service, storing encrypted data while

logging pointers on the blockchain. More precisely, the authors

address privacy preservation when using third party mobile

services. When signing up to a mobile application for the

first time, a set of permissions (such as location, list of

contacts, camera, etc.) are required to be granted for the

proper functioning of the app. Unlike existing applications, the

proposed platform allows only users to change the permissions

in accordance with the access control policies stored on the

blockchain. The proposed decentralized system consists of

three entities: mobile phone users, service providers (appli-

cations), and the nodes maintaining the blockchain. In the

blockchain network, two types of transactions are accepted

- Taccess for access control management and Tdata for data

storage and retrieval. For every user of a service, identity

and the associated permissions are generated and sent to the

blockchain in a Taccess transaction. Data collected from the

user’s mobile phone is encrypted and stored off-blockchain;

only hashes of the data are stored in the public ledger. Both

the user and service can query the data in a Tdata transaction.

In another work, Zyskind et al. [9] uses blockchain for

access control management and for audit log security purposes,

as a tamper proof log of events. Enigma is a proposed

decentralized computation platform based on an optimized

version of the secure multiparty computation (sMPC). The

different parties altogether store and run computations on data

while keeping the data completely private.

Azaria et al. [11] explored a blockchain structure applied

to electronic medical records (EMR). The authors proposed

“MedRec”- a blockchain implementation addressing the four

major issues: fragmented, slow access to medical data; system

interoperability; patient agency; improved data quality and

quantity for medical research. The authors assemble references

to disparate medical data and encode these onto a blockchain

ledger. The references are arranged to explicitly create an

accessible trail for medical history. The system supplements

these pointers with on-chain permissioning and data integrity

logic, empowering individuals with record authenticity, au-

ditability and data sharing. They have built robust, modular

APIs to integrate with existing provider databases for interop-

erability. A novel data-mining scheme is proposed to sustain

the MedRec network and bring open, big data to medical

researchers.

B. Fair Exchange of Digital Goods

Smart contracts have been deployed to control access to

digital goods in a decentralized manner, e.g., as a platform

for digital music. In this setting, Alice wants to buy a digital

good from Bob, where (a) Alice wants the guarantee that

she can access her purchased good after her payment and

(b) Bob only grants access after receiving Alice’s payment.

While this fairness approach is well-studied [15], [16], [17],

corresponding protocols had to rely on a trusted third party.

Introducing cryptocurrency deposits, however, allowed for

secure, decentralized payment escrows [18], optionally with

only conditional conflict resolution [19]. Recently, [5] settled

the question of smart contract-based trading of digital goods

by providing a general framework.

In a very recent work, Wagner et al. [6] proposed a way

for dispute resolution for smart contract based two party

protocols. Although similar in motivation with previous works,

the approach taken by the authors is more general in nature.

They proposed SmartJudge, an extensible framework based

on Ethereum smart contract to realize two party protocols.

SmartJudge consists of a general-purpose mediator contract
and a protocol specific verifier contract. The mediator contract

consults with verifier contract and identifies the cheating party,

if there is a dispute filed by one of the parties. Furthermore, the

parties are forced/ encouraged to behave honestly by including

a punishment technique in the scheme. Both the parties must

submit security deposit to the mediator contract. The entire

deposit is transferred to the honest party when it is proved that

the other one is cheating. [6] also proposed two applications

— trustless exchange of digital currencies and selling digital

goods via SmartJudge. For the latter one, the authors used

SmartJudge on top of FairSwap platform [5] to achieve the

required property.

C. Bulletin Board

Bulletin board (BB) is a publicly accessible ledger which

allows anyone to publish arbitrary strings. Once a party pub-

lishes data D on BB, it receives a proof/signature to establish

that D is published. A bulletin board is public if anyone can

see all the contents already published in it. The main security

issues with the BB are that its content cannot be erased
and also that a proof of publication cannot be forged. Both

2
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Scheme goal BC crypto. network privacy # parties

FairSwap [5] fair-exchange ETH symm. enc. broadcast, P2P - 2
SmartJudge [6] resolve dispute ETH symm. enc. broadcast,P2P - 2
Our Technique sell priv. data - secret sharing P2P yes 2

TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG EXCHANGE PROTOCOLS.

centralized and decentralized implementation of BB exist in

the literature. Google’s certificate transparency project is an

example of centralized BB where certificates are issued to

the logs. On the other hand, a decentralized implementation

of a BB can be achieved from blockchain-based ledgers such

as Bitcoin or Etherium. The blockchain-based implementation

is either based on proof of work (in case of bitcoin) or proof
of stake (in case of Ethereum).

Certificate Transparency (CT ) is a public audit log oper-

ated by a coalition of vendors and certificate authorities. CT

allows individual certificate authorities to post newly-issued

certificates to a public log. A collection of users known as

monitors can access the CT log to view the contents of cer-

tificates. While the CT log is itself not fundamentally tamper

resistant any tampering is detectable due to the structure of the

Merkle hash tree and the location of the entry also acts as a

proxy for a monotonically increasing sequence number. Under

the assumption that such a trusted public BB exists several

important results have been proved - achieving fairness in

multiparty computation in presence of dishonest majority [20],

realizing individual and universal verifiability in e-voting [21],

[22], dispute resolution for two-party protocols [6], publicly

verifiable sealed bid auction preserving privacy of the losing

parties [23] to name a few. Recently, Tso et al. [24] replaced

the traditional implementation of BB by a smart-contract (and

is based on blockchain) to design distributed efficient e-voting

and e-bidding systems which guarantees better anonymity,

privacy of data transmission, data reliability and verifiability.

On another development, Heiberg et al. [25] pointed out

some problems and limitations of using public permission-

less blockchain based acting as a bulletin board in an e-

voting scheme with large number of participants. In fact for

eligibility verification of voters, ballot secrecy, consistency

verification etc. one has to either rely on a trusted third party or

it incurs a huge cost to replace third party by using non-trivial

cryptographic primitives.

III. OUR MECHANISM

In this section, we propose a distributed ledger mechanism,

as an alternative to the Satoshi Nakamoto model [26]. Our

mechanism which is motivated by a white paper of Ozaki-

Yokoyama [27], distributes shares of the ledger to each mem-

ber, without the need to compile every transaction of the

individual members into a single file. This eliminates the need

for “mining” in order to verify the correctness and authenticity

of the ledger, and also the need for blockchaining to maintain

integrity of the past history. We next give an overview of our

distributed ledger mechanism.

Fig. 1. A schematic of the protocol.

A. An overview of the mechanism

In traditional (k, n)-threshold secret sharing all the partic-

ipants hold the same power. More precisely, any k shares

out of n shares can reconstruct the secret. However, there

are other secret sharing schemes where some shares are

more important than the rest [28], [29], [30]. Hierarchical

secret sharing (HSS) is such an example where without some

“privileged” shares, it is impossible to reconstruct the secret

[31]. In a hierarchical secret sharing scheme the shareholders

are assigned different levels of power such that certain number

of shareholders from every level must cooperate in order to

retrieve the secret. Several hierarchical secret sharing schemes

have been proposed in information-theoretic setting as well

as in computational setting to gain efficiency. We will not

discuss in detail about hierarchical secret sharing, rather we

will assume the existence of such schemes and denote it by

(ShareHSS,RecHSS). For some recent development in this

field we refer to the following works [32], [33], [30].

Note 1: We note that there always exists a hierarchi-

cal secret sharing scheme (ShareHSS,RecHSS) for any pre-

defined choice of number of “privileged” shares and number

of “ordinary” shares. The scheme of Shima-Doi [30] gives an

efficient construction of hierarchical secret sharing scheme.

The scheme is explained in Algorithm 2.

Now we present the design of distributed ledger such that its

users cannot manipulate or update. The design inherently calls

a (ShareGenHSS algorithm from the “user/member” side and

RecoverHSS) algorithm from the “Exchange” side.

The mechanism is based on mutual containment, consisting of

users (member) with a unique ID and a cryptographic cur-

rency exchange ( exchange E) who hosts the members in the

system. The secret sharing is done by two processes: splitting
and reconstructing as shown in Figure 1 and explained below:

• Every member runs the splitting process.

3
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• The exchange E runs the reconstructing engine.

• Every split file is stored in storage spaces Sn =
(S1, S2, . . .), provided other members in the system, who

wishes to provide the spaces in return of reward or no-

reward, based on the business model.

• If a member (M) wants to update his ledger, it requests

E to initiate the process.

• E collects the required pieces from Sns and combines

them using reconstruct engine to reconstruct the plain-

text/ message and sends back to M.

• M writes/updates the ledger and then according to a

hierarchy among E and servers (hierarchy can be decided

by M and must be sent to E) he divides the ledger using

split engine i.e. ShareGenHSS and shares the updated

file/ledger with Sn.

• Once M side process is over, E combines the files using

reconstruct from Sn and reconstructs the file.

• E checks whether the information updated by M is correct

or not; and accordingly he “passes” the transaction/

update.

• Remittance from one member of one certain exchange to

a member of another exchange can be done using interac-

tion between the two exchanges in which first exchange

“proves” to the second exchange that his member has

enough balance for remittance.

Goals of the distributed ledger mechanism. The main goal

achieved by the above technique is enlisted below:

1) Anti-manipulation: The mutual containment property of

the mechanism achieves anti-manipulation of the ledgers.

2) Manipulation detection: Verification by the exchange E
ensures detection of any manipulation done to the ledger.

3) Fault tolerance: Since the secret file is split and copied

to different storage spaces as back-up files, this achieves

fault tolerance, as the secret can be reconstructed using

a threshold (not all) numbers of secret files.

The key entities playing significant roles are:

1) Exchange: Possibly a Crypto-currency exchange which

can host many members/users.

2) Members: Users who are affiliated to at least one Ex-

change. Members have different IDs. One member can

be affiliated to many Exchanges but with different IDs.

3) Storage Providers: Providers of storage of data. May or

may not be a member, possibly untrusted entities.

• Core Mechanism
The core of the process is a hierarchical secret sharing

scheme (HSS) such that the “Sharing process” (seen as a

software module) is possessed by Members only. However,

the “ Reconstruction process” (also implemented as a soft-

ware module) is possessed by Exchange only. An efficient

hierarchical secret sharing scheme using information dispersal
algorithm was proposed by Shima and Doi [30]. In Algorithm

2 we present the scheme and we may use the scheme of Roy

et al. [34] on top of [30] to ensure reconstructing the correct

secret value even if some of the shares are corrupted.

Algorithm 1 Protocol for updating ledger

1: procedure MUTUAL CONTAINMENT BETWEEN MEM-

BER & EXCHANGE

2: Member m makes request to Exchange A to reconstruct

its ledger.

3: A fetches requisite shares from storage providers and

reconstructs the ledger. Then the ledger file is sent to m.

4: procedure UPDATING THE LEDGER FILE

5: Upon receiving file from A, m updates the file.

6: m generates shares of this updated file by running

ShareHSS
on updated file.

7: m distributes the shares among the Exchange and storage

providers such that A receives “privileged” shares.

8: procedure VERIFICATION STEP

9: Upon receiving shares of the updated file from m, A
reconstructs the file by using its own share and requisite

shares from some storage providers.

10: A verifies the content of the updated file.

11: if, it is verified to be correct, then record ”no error”

12: if, verification fails, then check for error or notify m to

redo the splitting

Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Secret Sharing Scheme from [30]

1: procedure SHARE GENERATION

2: Input: secret s ∈ {0, 1}λ.

3: for i← 1 to k − 1:

4: �ri ← ri ← {0, 1}λ // generating the randomness

5: �r0 ← s′ ← s⊕ {r1 ⊕ . . .⊕ rk−1}
6: �Mr = (�r′0 · · ·�r′k−1)← (�r0 · · ·�rk−1)

T

7: for i← 0 to k − 1:

8: �Ri ← ShareIDA(�r′i, G) // G is generator matrix capturing

the hierarchy & IDA denotes the information dispersal

algorithm.

9: for i← 0 to n− 1:

10: wi ← ||k−1
j=0

�Rj [i] // concatenating ith element of the

vectors �Rj

11: Output: n shares w0, w1, . . . , wn−1.

12: procedure RECOVERY ALGORITHM

13: Input: k many shares (wt0 , . . . , wtk−1
)

14: for i← 0 to k − 1:

15: ||k−1
j=0

�Rj [ti]← wti

16: for i← 0 to k − 1:

17: �r′i ← RecoverIDA(�R′i, G
′)

18: (�r0 · · ·�rk−1)
T ← �Mr = (�r′0 · · ·�r′k−1)

19: for i← 0 to k − 1:

20: s′ ← r0
21: s← s′ ⊕ {⊕k−1

j=1rj}
22: return s

4
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IV. STORING AND FAIR EXCHANGE OF PRIVATE DATA

In this section, we demonstrate some applications of our

mechanism in details. Let us consider the scenario where huge

amount of private data are generated on a daily basis e.g.,

medical data of people (blood pressure, sugar level, amount of

physical exercise, pulse rate, distance traveled everyday etc.)

and also data on financial transactions taking place everyday.

The data are sensitive and should not be made public unless

and until the owner agrees to do so. Of course, storing and

managing this kind of huge data in a blockchain is costly

and time consuming. Suppose an Organization/Exchange E1

develops a system which maintains a ledger to store private

data for each member who has registered with the exchange.

Parties who play different roles in the system are as follows:

1) Exchange: The exchange has only READ option from the

ledger. It validates the update on ledger.

2) Member: Members or users have only WRITE option

on the ledger. However, members need permission of

Exchange to write/update the ledger. Members may or

may not have permission to read.

3) Storage Providers: Possibly untrusted entities which offer

storing space to make the ledger management scheme a

distributed one.

A scheme realizing such a system and also maintaining

privacy of data is described in Algorithm 1. We note that not

using existing blockchain technology makes the system more

efficient.

A. How to sell private data through the Broker

We present a distributed ledger management technology to

store and sell private data where the users can have control

over her private data. Same scheme can be achieved by

integrating SmartJudge [6] and FairSwap [5]. However, we

want to give an alternative solution having the following

features — minimizing/ removing the usage of Blockchain

technology, relaxing the necessity of making a security deposit

prior to the protocol. In the following we give an overview of

our procedure.

• The Premise:

1) User (Alice) must be registered with an Exchange/

Organization with an account id.

2) Exchange sets up an Exchange server to serve the users

with locating IP address of the users, locate the IP

addresses of the storage (in case a distributed storage

set up is needed to maintain privacy of the data), read

and verify the content of the ledger, provide verification

details to recipient/ buyer side (Bob) Exchange/ Bank,

collaborate with recipient side Exchange and finalize

the transaction.

3) A certification authority (optional) to manage a public

master ledger file which contains all transactions of all

users.

• Procedure:

1) Storing data to the Exchange: Alice stores data in the

Exchange A (encrypted) and updates with the per-

mission of Exchange. Exchange is able to verify. For

implementation one can use the proposal in Algorithm

1.

2) If Bob wants to buy data from Alice, he sends Alice

side Exchange A all his details (including the name

of exchange M he is affiliated with) and informs his

side Exchange/ Bank about the request. A forwards the

message to Alice.

3) Upon receiving the request from Bob, Alice sends her

Exchange a notice with the following information —

Alice wants to start a selling process, content of the

data to be sold.

4) Alice side Exchange A then does two things. First,

it verifies the content of Alice’s data. Second, it

searches for Bob’s location by contacting the Bob-side

Exchange M.

5) If M responds to the inquiry of A, then A does the

following: (a) sends notice to M that Alice wants to

sell her data, (b) IP address and ID of Alice, (c) public

key of Alice and (d) remittance content of Alice is at

par with Bob’s request.

6) Upon receiving the information from A, M does the

following (after encrypting them with Bob’s public

key): (a) Alice wants to sell her personal data to Bob,

(b) ID and IP address of Alice, (c) public key of Alice

and (d) remittance content of Alice is at par with Bob’s

request.

7) If all information checks out, Alice and Bob both signal

their respective exchanges to start the transaction.

8) A sends the data of Alice to M after encrypting the

data with Bob’s public key and similarly, M sends the

required amount to A.

9) Alice and Bob receive their money and data respec-

tively from corresponding Exchanges.

Fig. 2. High level overview of data exchange procedure. Fig. 1 contains a
more detailed description of the procedure.

B. An alternative approach

We see our approach is divided into two subprotocols – the

first is to store and update the ledger and the second is secure

exchange of data and its price. We modify the first subprotocol,

the fair exchange protocol remains the same (as above).

Blockchain (based on bitcoins) use hash chain structure and

store individual transaction data as a Merkle tree. We take a

5
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simpler form used in [3] which improves the recovery cost and

eases consistency verification. Following their way, we take

two hash functions g, h. If Ut denote the update at time t for

a party, we denote by Wt = (Ht−1||g(Ut), the concatenation

of previous hash and a hash of the current data. The hash value

which is stored with the (t+ 1)th update is Ht = h(Wt).
Let at time t, client Alice wants to make an update Ut

to her private data. It is an addition of more data to the

existing data of her. Alice requests exchange A to make an

update, to which A replies back with (a) IP addresses of

available storage providers/peers and (b) a random partition

of the peers such that size of each set in partition is bounded

by a predefined value. These sets are called data zones and the

update from Alice is securely distributed in each zone along

with the Exchange A. In Algorithm 3 we describe the process

which is based on the work of [3]. We assume a private key

encryption scheme E and an ideal hierarchical secret sharing

scheme.

Algorithm 3 Protocol for uploading data

1: procedure MUTUAL CONTAINMENT BETWEEN ALICE &

EXCHANGE

2: Alice makes request to Exchange A to update her data.

3: A sends locations of peers & a random Partition Pt =
{zone(t)1, . . . , zone(t)r} of peers.

4: procedure UPLOADING NEW DATA

5: for each zone(t)i i = 1, . . . , r, Alice generates a private

key Ki
t .

6: Encrypt Ut with Ki
t to get Ci

t for every i.
7: Distribute Ci

t and store it at all peers in zone(t)i

8: Alice generates shares of Ki
t by running ShareGenHSS

for every i where the hierarchical access structure contains

the peers as the ordinary nodes whereas, without the

shares of Exchange (and/or Alice) the secret Ki
t cannot

be reconstructed.

9: Alice distributes the shares among the Exchange and peers

such that E receives “privileged” shares for every data
zone.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Advantage over Blockchain

The methodology presented in this paper deals with only

personal data which grows at a great rate so that it becomes im-

possible for a user to store them. The Exchange/ Organization

provides support to store them and also manage business deal-

ings. The user side computation power and storage capacity is

not sufficient. The same technology can be applied to music or

video files. But in those cases, files may not grow at a great

rate. We only consider one particular scenario – providing

storage and making a platform for business is the main aim of

this work. There is a possibility of redistribution of files by a

dishonest buyer. However, that issue is out of our scope. The

exchanges are assumed to be reputed so that misbehaviour is

less expected. They have a reputation to maintain. Also, the

users are relieved from the burden of communicating with each

other and manage the business deals. The main achievement

of this work is to avoid the complexities of blockchains. There

are few works achieving similar functionality and in fact, more

general ones using the platform of blockchain. However, the

systems become typically slow as a consequence. Moreover,

one main drawback of public permissionless blockchains is

that the success of accepting a transaction into the ledger

depends on financial incentives rather than a legislative need

to create an immutable audit trail. Another issue is that in

case of blockchain it is assumed that the majority of hashing

power is under control of honest miners – but in reality, most

miners are rational and will give preference to transactions

with highest fees. To speed up the process increasing the

transaction rewards for the miners can be proposed but that

increases the overall cost of the entire procedure. So whether

or not cryptocurrencies can be used depends on the scenario.

Moreover, blockchain is suited only for small data. When the

data becomes terabytes, keeping hundreds, if not thousands of

identical copies and propagating new data to all copies is a

slow and tedious process. The discussion on cryptocurrency

using blockchain has exposed their “slowness” and “latency”

nature of blockchain. The good point is that all data can be

made public and yet it is tamper resistant. Privacy is non-

existent in public blockchain and in fact is not the goal

of blockchain. Further, power consumption for blockchain,

especially when the data grow big, is an ecological issue.

According to [35], the power consumption of BitCoin can be

compared to the entire power used in Ireland.

B. Security Analysis

We assume that the Exchanges are trusted and reputed enti-

ties. However, the nodes/peers/storage providers can be subject

to randomized denial of service attack and adaptive, targeted

node capture attack. First attack may prevent data recovery

whereas second type of attack may result in hampering the

privacy of the stored data and possible alteration of stored

data.

In the first scenario, the adversary A1 is unaware of system

parameters. It randomly selects a subset of peers at random so

that the peers do not return the data stored in them. However,

this type of attack is thwarted by the system if we assume

majority of the storage providers are not captured by the

adversary. This type of assumption is recurrent in the literature.

Setting the threshold value to be �N2 � where N denotes the

number of available storage providers among which the data

is secret shared by the user. It is not very difficult to see

that the above adjustment in the threshold parameter is not

enough to prevent second type of adversary A2 from altering

the original data. However, whatever be the value of threshold

parameter, A2 is unable to hamper the privacy of the stored

data. This is due to the reason that even if all the peers are

captured by A2 and it learns the contents stored in the peers,

it is never able to reconstruct the private data as the data can

never be restored with the help of ordinary shares only. The

peers contain only ordinary shares and the privileged shares are

stored in the Exchange. Coming back to possible “alteration
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of content” attack by A2, we see that if the adversary changes

the content of the peers then during the reconstruction process

some false value can be recovered. In this scenario, there must

be a checking procedure to validate the correctness of the

share-values submitted by the peers. In this context, applying

a robust hierarchical secret sharing scheme which guarantees

correct recovery of the secret value when there is a majority

of servers present (e.g. the scheme presented in [34], [36],

instead of [30]), the attack can be prevented.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have put forward a distributed ledger

mechanism to create a platform for securely storing and

selling private data. We use hierarchical secret sharing as a

tool to achieve the functionality. Our methodology reduces

computational cost and is energy efficient when compared to

the blockchain technology. We note that the approach can

be applicable also to cryptocurrencies including government

controlled Digital-Cash, which was the original motivation of

the white paper [27].
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